Power of ONE
Growing Our Union, ONE Worker At A Time

Dear Proud IBEW Member,
Built on the principles of family, fairness, justice and equality, the IBEW reflects the fact that union
members enjoy superior wages and benefits for their abilities. For these reasons, the IBEW as an
organization is dedicated to advancing the legacy of our founders: joining North America’s
electrical workers in a common organization to make a better life for ALL.
As members, we are obligated by conscience to reach out to our friends, family members, neighbors
and others to offer them a better life. We must make it our highest priority to talk to our
unorganized friends and show them the benefits of the IBEW.
Your mission is simple:
In 3 Steps, You Can Do Your Part To Ensure The Growth Of Our Union
1.) Talk to the people you know or come into contact with about their workplace. Ask
questions, listen and tell them about the IBEW
2.) Ask him/her if they are interested in a better life, in having a voice in the workplace. If so,
ask them if they would like to talk to a member of the IBEW to ask questions and learn
more.
3.) Fill out your “POWER of ONE” contact card and return it to your local leadership.
Whether your contact is a professional or blue collar employee, the IBEW has experience in
organizing and representing workers in their career. Let them know, that as a member of the
IBEW, they can negotiate with their employer for better wages and benefits, fair treatment, a safe
working environment and a harassment-free workplace. Through our union they can finally
achieve a strong voice, one that cannot be easily dismissed by management.

You are an essential part of this effort, one contact from each member is
all it takes:
We Can Continue To Grow The IBEW and The Labor Movement
One Worker At A Time

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
* Organizer Steve Smith:978.302.3690, Smithhousem@aol.com*

